Let X,, n E N, be i.i.d. with mean 0, variance I, and E( 1 X, I') < cc for some r> 3. Assume that Cramer's condition is fulfilled. We prove that the conditional probabilities w&c:=, X,<tlB) can be approximated by a modified Edgeworth expansion up to order o( I/n (r-*)'2), if the distances of the set B from the a-fields a(X,,...,X,) are of order 0(1/n (r-2)iz (lg n)s), where ,8 < -(r -2)/2 for r # N and b < -r/2 for r E N. An example shows that if we replace fi i -(r-2)/2 by /i = -(r -2)/2 for r & N (B < -r/2 by p = -r/2 for r E FY) we can only obtain the approximation order O( l/n"-z"z) for r $ N (O(lg lg n/k('-71'7) for r E N ). D 1990 Academic Press, Inc.
(see, e.g., Theorem 2, p. 168 of Petrov [6] ). Here CD denotes the standard normal distribution function and cp its density.
Qi(t) are the classical polynomials and [x] = max (n E N : y1< x}. For more general sets B there exists only one expansion result (see [S] ). This result deals with the case r = 4 and uses one correcting term. It was shown in [4] that d( B, a(X, , .., X,)) = O( l/n(lg n)@) for some ,!? < -2 implies that 0, i?(t) with &, B(t) = Q,(t) -a, where a is a constant depending on B and distribut'ion of X,.
In this paper we give higher order asymptotic expansions P(S,* d t 1 B). We prove that (see Theorem 1 with g = lB). This result shows a surprising difference between the cases r E N and r # N. Nevertheless all approximation orders are optimal (see Example 2).
THE RESULTS
In this section we present our results, postponing the proofs until Section 3.
If g is a measurable function we denote by 275 4 k, 4x1, ..*> X,)) :=inf(E() g-h)):hiso;(X,, . . ..X.)measurable) the // I/ ,-distance of g from the subspace of all integrable a(X,, . ..) ;U,) measurable functions. We write E(S,* < t, g) instead of E(g .I is*,G ,,).
The following theorem is the main result of this paper. Since cp( t)( l/n'['l -2)'2 ) Q,,, -2, g(t) = OJr, p) for the last two cases of this theorem (i.e., for r E N, /3 > -r/2) we omit in these cases the last ter of the expansion. Hence we consider in these cases the expansion up to the (r -3) th term only. Observe that all convergence orders O,(r, ,8) are optimal (see Example 2). THEOREM 1. Let r> 3 and let X,, n E N, be i.i.d. with E(X,) = E(Xf) = 1, and E( 1 X, I') < 00. Assume that CramUs condition is ~~~~~~e Let g be a bounded measurable function, let /3 E R, and assume that
Then there exist polynomials Q,,(t) (the coefficients depend on g and on the distribution of X,) such that Remark. The polynomials Qi,Jt) of Theorem 1 can be computed alon the lines of the proof of Theorem 1. We have, e.g., Ql,Jt) = Q,(t) E(g) -al Q,,,(t) = QAt) E(g) + (&E(X:) al -$a2) t -aalE t3, where a,, a2 are constants depending on g and on the distribution of X For QI,.Jt) see also Theorem 1 of [4] .
The following example shows that the approximation orders give in Theorem 1 are optimal. It is well known that even if g = l,-whence d,( g, 0(X,, . . . . X,)) = O-the approximation orders o( l/n('-2)12) ( Theorem 1 (i.e., case(i) and casej(iii)) cannot be improved. Therefor Example 2 deals with the remaining three cases. Always we choof g= 1, with a suitable set B. Observe that d,(l,, 0(X,, ,..., X,)) s 44 4x1, . ..> X,)) (this can be shown, e.g., by using the Fubini Theorem (* Here Q,,(t) = Qi,I,(t) are the polynomials of Theorem 1.
PROOF OF THE RESULTS
To prevent the proof of Theorem 1 from becoming too lengthy we try to unify the proof as far as possible for the rather different types of approximation orders O,,(r, /I). Some lemmas which are needed for the proofs of Theorem 1 and Example 2 are given at the end of this section, Proof of Theorem 1. Let Jo N u (01 be fixed. We prove the result for pairs (r, B) with j(r, /I) =j. For j = 0, we have r = 3, /I > -1 and the result is part of Theorem 4 of [3] . We assume therefore that j> I. We need some conventions and notations. Throughout the proof we use the symbol c to denote a general constant which may depend on Y, fl, and the distribution of X,. Put N,={2':i~N3, N,={v~N/,:v<n/lgn), and define k(n)= max N,, n > 2. Let g be a bounded and measurable function, ful~lli~g condition (* ) of Theorem 1. Choose a(X,, . . . . X,) measurable functions gn with E(I g-gg,/)=4(g, 4X,, -, A',)). Put h, =g, and h, =g, -g,,,, for each v E N 1, v > 4. Then we obtain by assumption ( * )
We show first two relations which are essential tools for the proof:
ifl+z/2>(j+1)/2, I>O,O<,<zr, andl,TcR.
Ad (A). If v>2, O<z<r, we have by Lemma4 and (I) for each ~>f
For z = 0, (2) follows from (1).
Relation (2) implies
We consider at first the case I + r/2 < (r -2)/2. As we obtain from (3) with y = 1 
Ad (B)
. We obtain from (2) for each y b 3, Using 1 -CD(s) = O( 1/n(T-2)'2 ) and similar methods as in the proof of Theorem 1 of [4] , it suffices to construct polynomials Qi,Jt), i= 1, . . ..j. such that Since g = g -gkCnj + C, E .,,,n h,, we obtain by assumption ( * )
Hence it s&ices to prove that Let F, be the distribution function of S,T and let be the classical asymptotic expansions. Put D,j = Fn -Kn,i.
We prove three properties which imply our assertion as we see later:
= On(r, PI LANDERS AND ROGGE with suitable polynomials Qi,'i( t), Qi,*j(t). 
(15) (16) with suitable polynomials Q,,,,,(t).
Ad(15). As sup{JK~~~j(<)I :l~lF!, HEN, v~N,}<co, we obtain from (13) that 
Now (4)- (6) yield ai= rp(to) Qi,Jto), i= 1, ..,,j, and hence (4), (5) 
W,) = -$ (k vJB, v>v,.
Put B,= @ for v <v, and take Q = N. Then obviously (Pl), (P2) are fulfilled.
Ad (P3). For sufficiently large n we have by (P2) that
Ad (P4). Let I + 212 G j/2 = (Y -3)/2. Then we obtain < &p v>;cn, v'(v k vlTr2 f-T&) 
Hence (2)- (4) imply the assertion if we prove that the stated inequality for E n,y is fulfilled with 
To prove (5) choose 6, > 0 and c5, c6 < 0 such that cg~(-l)j+l~(j+I)(~)~cg for all tE Et,--&, t,+&].
This is possible according to (1) . As B, c {G/2 < Sz 6 &] it is easy to see that there exist c0 E (0, 11, n, E N such that U",,(W) = to E Cto -60, to + 601 and hence L,,A~) E [to -60, to + Sol
for all o E B,, n Z no, and v < c,(n/lg n). Now (6) and (7) imply (5) . T finishes the proof of the assertion. 
